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Lighting for Cinematography

Chapter 4: LIGHTING THE SHOT, NOT JUST THE SUBJECT

You’re using more than the basic three lights – more than key, fill, and backlight

THREE PLANES OF LIGHTING to guide the viewer’s eye into the narrative

1. Acting Area – Where your subject is, where the main action is

2. Background – The area in the frame that is behind the actor

3. Foreground – The area between the camera and the acting area



Shooting in depth / lighting in depth

■ Lighting more than the actors helps focus the attention of 
the viewer
■ Provides depth to the image & creates volume in your shot
■ Provides modeling to the subject
■ Supports the emotional intention of the scene



The Killing, Stanley Kubrick



Lighting the Background
■ The color of background light gives subtle information to the viewer

■ Helps establish time of day. For example, use bluish light to indicate night, 
golden light for dawn, and orange light for sunset

■ Helps establish sense of place, vs. the idea of the proscenium, or the 
stage

■ Use theatrical lighting, more saturated color, less subtle hues or colors 
that have no relation to time of day to take the viewer into a psychological 
space or a space of horror, anticipation, fantasy, love, trust etc.

■ Background lighting is almost as important as how the acting area is lit

■ Background lighting is a part of your overall message



Barry Lyndon, Kubrick





A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night, Ana 
Lily Amirpour



Backgrounds

■ You can neglect to light the background with specific intention by using 
ambient light, bounce light, and falloff from the lighting for the acting area 
to create mood, tone, and style

■ This works if the space you’re shooting in has a lot of natural and other 
ambient light

■ Or if the acting area is lit in a way that the falloff and bounce light creates 
an effective background light as well

■ In that case, pay more attention to other elements of the background –
the space itself, props, doors and windows, texture, shadows, overhead 
lights, etc. and see if these elements can be made to contribute to your 
story



The Shining, Kubrick



Backgrounds

■ Background lighting can be used to augment the dialogue and provide 
either a complementary or contradictory subtext

■ In this way, background lighting can contribute to the story
■ Consider the desired mood of the scene
■ Consider the dialogue itself
■ Use the background and background lighting to support what’s 

happening in the story
■ The story line directly influences how the background appears



Citizen Kane, Orson Welles



Walls, wall shadows, wall treatment

■ Take your cues from how natural light settles on a wall – the tops of 
walls are almost always darker than the bottoms

■ Sunlight bouncing off the floor illuminates the bottom half of the wall 
brighter than the top half

■ Practicals also create more light in the middle and bottom half of the 
wall

■ So light your scene so that the top part of the wall is dimmer than the 
bottom

■ A graduated background works for both day and night scenes

■ Use scrims, barndoors, and flags to cut the light from the top



A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night



Walls, wall shadows, wall treatment

■ When lighting walls you have to take actors into consideration as well

■ You don’t want to cut the light from an actor because of how the wall 
light is set

■ Position your actors far enough away from the wall so you can light 
each area separately

■ Position the actors’ fill light high enough to keep the light on the actor 
and off the wall

■ An actor’s fill light positioned high and angled at 45° will help cut spill 
light from reaching the walls



The Godfather, Francis Ford Coppola



Walls, wall shadows, wall treatment

■ Adding texture breaks up the solid space of a blank wall

■ Cookies create varied and often very subtle kinds of texture

■ Blackwrap that’s been cut or punctured, cut cardboard, clear plastic 
with taped designs, or other objects can be used to throw shadows 
across the background

■ The closer you place a cookie or other object in front of a light source, 
the softer-edged the shadows will be

■ Don’t place highly flammable objects close to tungsten studio lights



The Killing



Foreground lighting

■ Adding something in the foreground of your shot helps establish depth 
and creates a sense of three-dimensionality

■ Foreground objects or furniture are usually off to the side of the frame and 
may be out of focus, because the focus is on the acting area

■ An out of focus foreground area still needs to be lit, but perhaps not very 
brightly

■ Foreground lighting should be less intense than the lighting on your main 
subject

■ Therefore, foreground objects may look best when lit by sidelight or 
backlight



Annihilation, Alex Garland



2001: A Space Odyssey, Kubrick



The Killing



Acting area
Chapter 5: common practical lighting setups

■ Light the acting area separately from the foreground and background 
lighting

■ Sometimes spill light from the acting area can work as part of the 
background lighting

■ Each actor or subject in the acting area will need to be lit specifically

■ This doesn’t mean that if you have two subjects in your shot that you will 
need 2 key lights, 2 fill lights, and 2 backlights.

■ It means you need to position your lights so each subject has a key light, fill 
light (depending) and backlight, but these lights can serve double-duty

■ Lighting actors is part science and part trying things out until they work



Dogville, Lars von Trier



Dogville



Acting area

■ Don’t forget that light bounces off floors, ceilings, and walls
■ Position your lights so that you can take advantage of bounce light, 

e.g. point lights at wall or ceiling to bounce back on subjects
■ You can use a bounce card or reflector for fill light or backlight, 

especially in a small room where there may not be enough space or 
available outlets for more than one studio light

■ Your lights don’t all have to be 1k or 650w lights. Try using smaller 
lights (100w – 350w) in small areas





2001: A Space Odyssey



Acting area & cross key lighting

■ Cross key lighting uses three lights for two subjects in the frame

■ Each person’s key light is the other person’s backlight

■ The third light to use is a soft fill near the camera that works as fill light 
for both subjects

■ Position the cross keys on the far side of the subjects from the camera to 
throw their shadows down

■ Actors will have to be made aware of how much room they have to move 
to not block each other’s light and not throw shadows on each other

■ A background light source (open door, hallway, window, lamp etc.) can 
provide motivation for cross keys so the viewer imagines where the light is 
coming from 



Get Out, Jordan Peele 



A Quiet Place, John Krasinski



Acting area

■ Chicken coop lighting is a broad soft light hung overhead throwing light 
straight down into the scene

■ Chicken coop lighting creates a puddle of light that actors are on the edge 
of

■ Position the lights slightly in front of the actors to avoid shadows under 
brow, nose and chin

■ Flag the back of the coop to keep spill light off the background

■ Light the foreground and background separately



The Killing (I love this scene)



Some Types of lights

■ Fresnel – has a focusable lens so you 
can use it as spot or flood

■ Boxlight / Softlight used for fill
■ Inkie – low wattage 150, 200W
■ Tweenie – 650W
■ 1K, aka Baby – 1000W
■ Kino Flo 4-Bank - florescent
■ DIY China Ball 
■ DIY Clamp Light



Fresnel
A focus-able light

Focuses from spotlight 
to floodlight
Has a harder beam 
and a longer throw

Comes in variety of sizes
and wattages



Boxlight / softlight

• All light is directed to a reflexive 
surface

• Or through a diffusion filter
• No spill light
• No direct light from the lamp
• Soft light
• Falls off quickly – it does not have a 

very long throw



Inkie, Tweenie

Inkie – 150, 200W

Tweenie – 650W



Baby, zip light

Baby – 1000W/1kW
Zip light – 1kW or 2kW soft, reflected



Kino flo 4-bank

• Florescent lights
• Choose between using 2 or 4 lamps
• Daylight balanced, or Tungsten 

balanced
• Broad soft light
• Requires ballast for stabilizing output
• Minimal heat
• Low amps – safe for household outlets



Vid Pro LED • Slim, lightweight and portable 
• 330 high-intensity LEDs produce a 175W 

equiv. light beam 
• Adjustable dimmer for 10-100% 

brightness control 
• Variable color temperature control dial 

(3200K- 5600K, i.e. tungsten - daylight) 
• Runs on a rechargeable battery (Sony 

F550 type) 
• Includes detachable soft diffuser panel 
• Built-in barn doors 
• Color Temp: 3200K- 5600K variable
• No issues with heat
• Attach to camera or set up on lightstand



DIY China ball

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSTGnl7HHao

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qSTGnl7HHao


DIY Clamp light

■ https://wistia.com/library/down-and-dirty-lighting-kit

https://wistia.com/library/down-and-dirty-lighting-kit


THE END


